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Abstract

Autonomic dysfunction is common in individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) and leads to numerous abnormalities,

including profound cardiovascular and bowel dysfunction. In those with high-level lesions, bowel management is a common

trigger for autonomic dysreflexia (AD; hypertension provoked by sensory stimuli below the injury level). Improving bowel

care is integral for enhancing quality of life (QoL). We aimed to describe the relationships between bowel care, AD, and QoL

in individuals with SCI. We performed an online community survey of individuals with SCI. Those with injury at or above

T7 were considered at risk for AD. Responses were received from 287 individuals with SCI (injury levels C1-sacral and

average duration of injury 17.1 – 12.9 [standard deviation] years). Survey completion rate was 73% (n = 210). Bowel

management was a problem for 78%: it interfered with personal relationships (60%) and prevented staying (62%) and

working (41%) away from home. The normal bowel care duration was >60 min in 24% and most used digital rectal

stimulation (59%); 33% reported bowel incontinence at least monthly. Of those at risk for AD (n = 163), 74% had AD

symptoms during bowel care; 32% described palpitations. AD interfered with activities of daily living in 51%. Longer

durations of bowel care ( p < 0.001) and more severe AD ( p = 0.04) were associated with lower QoL. Bowel management is a

key concern for individuals with SCI and is commonly associated with symptoms of AD. Further studies should explore

ways to manage bowel dysfunction, increase self-efficacy, and ameliorate the impact of AD to improve QoL.

Keywords: autonomic dysreflexia; bowel management; cardiac arrhythmia; orthostatic hypotension; quality of life; spinal

cord injury

Introduction

Approximately 2.5 million people worldwide are living with

the devastating consequences of spinal cord injury (SCI).1,2 In

addition to well-known motor and sensory consequences of SCI,

descending spinal autonomic pathways can also be affected, leading

to profound autonomic dysfunction.3–5 Although the autonomic

consequences of SCI are widespread, key areas of concern identified

by individuals living with SCI relate to issues regarding continence

and cardiovascular dysfunction.6 These devastating effects are major

problems for individuals with SCI: they represent frustrating and

limiting secondary complications that are too often forgotten by the

clinical and research communities. Indeed, improving bowel func-

tion has been identified by individuals with SCI, both those with

tetraplegia and those with paraplegia, as a key target in order to

enhance quality of life (QoL).6–8 Notably, issues surrounding bowel

management are complicated by cardiovascular dysfunction that is

triggered by the bowel care itself.

Bowel management concerns post-SCI are multifactorial, but

most commonly relate to neurogenic bowel, a colonic dysfunction

resulting from lack of central nervous system control.7,9–11 Ac-

cordingly, individuals with SCI often experience impairments

in QoL related to fecal incontinence and fecal urgency, constipa-

tion, hemorrhoids, and abdominal distention.7,9–11 Changes in bo-

wel motility, sphincter control, and impaired hand function and

mobility combine to make bowel management a key cause of
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morbidity post-SCI.7,9–11 Successful bowel management requires

a multi-factorial approach, with important roles for dietary

approaches, fiber supplementation, adequate fluid consumption,

routine bowel practice, and often the use of suppositories, pro-

kinetics, osmotic agents, or digital rectal stimulation in combi-

nation with abdominal massage.7,9–11 Appropriate timing, use of

assistive devices, positioning, and personal assistance are also

components of successful bowel management.10,12

One factor that impinges on bowel management for individuals

with SCI is the impact of injury to descending spinal autonomic

(sympathetic) pathways on cardiovascular function—the severity

of autonomic injury.13–17 Disrupted cardiovascular function post-SCI

leads to numerous cardiovascular abnormalities, and cardiovascular

disease is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality post-SCI.18–20

Of particular concern is the phenomenon of autonomic dysreflexia

(AD), in which sudden and extreme hypertension is elicited by af-

ferent stimuli originating from below the lesion level. These episodes

can be life-threatening and may result in vascular dysfunction,21

seizures,22–24 cardiac arrest,25 cerebral vascular accidents,22,26–29

and death.22,23,26,28 AD is described in up to 90% of individuals with

tetraplegia or high paraplegia28,30 and only occurs with lesions above

the level of sympathetic outflow to the splanchnic vascular bed (the

fifth thoracic level), the most important vascular resistance and ca-

pacitance region and a key site for blood pressure regulation.31

AD can occur in response to any afferent stimulus below the

lesion level,31 but the most potent triggers are visceral stimuli,30 such

as during bowel care.32 The blood pressure rise is secondary to va-

soconstriction in resistance and capacitance vessels below the lesion,

attributed to reflex sympathetic activity triggered by afferent input to

the isolated spinal cord that proceeds unchecked by regulation from

injured descending spinal autonomic pathways.33 The cardiac vagus

nerve does not pass through the spinal cord, so it is unaffected by

SCI, producing a baroreflex-mediated increase in cardiac vagal

stimulation15 coincident with the high cardiac sympathetic outflow.

Many individuals with AD also experience concurrent palpitations

attributed to cardiac arrhythmia triggered by the combined high

cardiac vagal and sympathetic outflow during AD.14,17,34,35

Little is known about the associations between cardiovascular

dysfunction and bowel care post-SCI. A recent survey found that

45% of those with injuries above the seventh thoracic level expe-

rienced AD during their usual bowel care, which was identified as

experiencing headache or sweating.8 However, this is likely a gross

underestimation of the scope of the problem—not all episodes of

AD present with these symptoms, and AD can be asymptomatic.36

Incidence of cardiac arrhythmia associated with AD during bowel

care is unknown. In contrast to the hypertension experienced during

AD, many individuals with high-level SCI (at or above T5) have

profound hypotension between episodes, again attributed to the

disruption of autonomic regulation of key sites for blood pressure

control in the splanchnic vascular bed. These hypotensive episodes

are exacerbated when in the upright posture (orthostatic hypoten-

sion; OH) and lead to disabling symptoms of dizziness and fatigue.

While it is recognized that bowel care is a concern for individ-

uals with SCI,6–8 the relationships between bowel care, cardio-

vascular dysfunction, and domains of QoL are poorly understood.

This makes it challenging to target components of bowel care that

might be modified to improve QoL for those affected. We sought to

conduct a survey of the experts in this area—individuals living with

SCI—to identify common bowel practices used by individuals with

SCI, describe the presence of cardiovascular symptoms during

bowel care, and elucidate the impact of bowel management and

associated cardiovascular concerns on QoL.

Methods

Participants

This study was approved by the Department of Research Ethics
at Simon Fraser University (Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada)
and conforms to the principles outlined in the Declaration of Hel-
sinki.37 Participants were recruited using a multi-method approach.
Postcards advertising the study were distributed at local rehabili-
tation and community centers in Greater Vancouver, Canada. On-
line advertising for the study was posted on our institution website
(www.icord.org) as well as discussion forums and online commu-
nity groups specific to SCI, including: Inspired Spinal Cord Injury
Support Community (inspiredsciforum.com); Care Cure Commu-
nity (sci.rutgers.edu); Spinal Injury Network (spinal-injury.net);
Apparelyzed (apparelyzed.com); and Spinal Cord Injury British
Columbia (facebook.com/SpinalCordInjuryBC). Information about
the survey was also e-mailed to 250 randomly selected English-
speaking individuals who had indicated they wished to be contacted
about ongoing SCI research and were members of a mailing list
owned by the Rick Hansen Institute (rickhanseninstitute.org).

The convenience sample of participants self-administered either
a paper-based or online survey (fluidsurveys.com/s/bowelcare-SCI;
Supplementary Appendix A) (see online supplementary material at
http://www.liebertpub.com). To begin the survey, participants re-
ceived some basic information about the study (Supplementary
Appendix A) (see online supplementary material at http://www.
liebertpub.com) gave consent (by clicking a link in the online
version or by submitting the responses in a pre-addressed envelope
for the paper-based version) and acknowledged that they had sus-
tained a SCI and were over 18 years old. Paper copies were ad-
ministered and collected from a local rehabilitation facility.

Questionnaire design

The Bowel care and cardiovascular function after spinal
cord injury questionnaire (Supplementary Appendix A) (see online
supplementary material at http://www.liebertpub.com) was de-
signed using the International Bowel Function Basic and Extended
Data Sets, developed by a working group including members from
the American Spinal Injury Association and the International
Spinal Cord Society.38,39 Additional questions were incorporated
from another recent community-based bowel survey.8 Questions
about cardiovascular signs and symptoms were included based on
previous work in individuals with SCI.40 Basic questions about
nutrition, hydration, medication use, and participant demographics
were also included. Due to the personal nature of some questions,
and the potential for participants with impaired hand function to
need assistance in completing the survey, it was not required for
individuals to complete all items.

Measurements

When considering the measurements derived, we denote rele-
vant survey question numbers as noted in Supplementary Appendix
A (see online supplementary material at http://www.liebertpub
.com) using the abbreviation Q[number].

Neurological level and completeness of spinal cord inju-
ry. Respondents self-reported their neurological level of injury
(Q1). Motor and sensory completeness of injury was determined by
respondent’s answers to the following questions: 1) Can you feel
touch in your anal area? (Q2); 2) Can you voluntarily tighten your
anal sphincter? (Q3); 3) Can you feel light touch below your lesion
level? (Q4); 4) Can you feel the difference between sharp and dull
below your lesion level? (Q5); and 5) Can you lift your legs against
gravity? (Q6) If the answer to all of these questions was ‘‘no,’’ then
an individual was considered to have a motor and sensory complete
injury. Use of mobility aids was considered (Q7–8).
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Bowel management. Basic bowel management information
(method used, medication use, positioning during bowel care, level
of assistance required, typical duration of routine, frequency and
timing of bowel care, experiences of fecal incontinence, and satis-
faction with their bowel care) was collected using questions from the
International Bowel Function Basic and Extended Data Sets39,41 and
previous surveys (Q9–29).8 Participants were also asked how bowel
management fits into their life (Q31). Participants were asked
questions about their fluid intake and use of diuretics (Q50–55).

Quality of life. As a test of internal validity, QoL with respect
to bowel management was evaluated in two different ways. Parti-
cipants were asked to rank qualitatively whether their bowel
management has ‘‘No impact,’’ ‘‘Little impact,’’ ‘‘Some impact,’’
or ‘‘Major impact’’ on their QoL (Q30). Participants were asked to
rank the impact of managing their bowel on QoL compared to other
aspects of their injury (sexual function, pain, bladder management,
spasticity, using a wheelchair for mobility, and skin concerns) on a
scale from zero (0) to ten (10), with ten being the worst effect and
zero being the least effect (Q32).8 This continuous measure was
taken to be their overall QoL with respect to their bowel manage-
ment. A larger score was indicative of a poorer QoL, whereas a
lower score indicates a greater QoL.

Cardiovascular symptoms. Participants were asked about
whether they had experienced AD and OH, and how often (Q36–
37; Q42–45). Five-point ordered Likert scales were used to assess
symptoms of AD during bowel care, and at other times of the day
(Q35, Q38). Frequencies of AD symptoms were assessed using a
range of ‘‘Never,’’ ‘‘Rarely,’’ ‘‘Monthly,’’ ‘‘Weekly,’’ and ‘‘Dai-
ly,’’ whereas severity was assessed as ‘‘Not experienced,’’ ‘‘Mild,’’
‘‘Moderate,’’ ‘‘Severe,’’ and ‘‘Very severe.’’ When considering
symptoms of AD during bowel care, in addition to considering the full
item response, symptoms were also considered in a dichotomized
form independent of severity as ‘‘experienced’’ (mild, moderate, se-
vere, or very severe symptoms reported) and ‘‘not experienced’’ (no
symptoms experienced). We also asked about symptoms of AD in
response to 12 other common AD stimuli (Q39) and provided an
opportunity for individuals to add a category ‘‘other’’ to identify ad-
ditional stimuli. An overall symptom severity score of AD both overall
(Q38) and during bowel care (Q35) was determined by assigning
numerical values to the Likert scale (‘‘Never’’ or ‘‘Not experi-
enced’’ = 0; ‘‘Rarely’’ or ‘‘Mild’’ = 1; ‘‘Monthly’’ or ‘‘Moderate’’ = 2;
‘‘Weekly’’ or ‘‘Severe’’ = 3; and ‘‘Daily’’ or ‘‘Very severe’’ = 4) and
summing the responses to individual symptoms. ‘‘Other’’ symptoms
were scored in a similar way where identified and incorporated in the
overall symptom score, because we were particularly interested in the
overall symptom burden of AD. Use of ‘‘boosting’’ through deliberate
initiation of AD was considered (Q41).

Sixteen common symptoms of OH were also assessed using the
same frequency range and severity (Q46). These symptoms were also
assigned a composite severity score in the same manner as the AD data
described above. We also asked about symptoms of OH in response
to 10 other common OH stimuli (Q47) and provided an opportunity for
individuals to add a category ‘‘other’’ to identify additional stimuli.
Participants were asked about their fainting history (Q42–45).

Participants were asked whether symptoms of OH or AD had
ever interfered in their ability to participate in common activities
(Q40, Q48; activities of daily living, work, exercise, sexual activ-
ity, rehabilitation, household chores, driving, and social activities).
A category ‘‘other’’ was available for participants to identify ad-
ditional activities.

Participants were asked if they experienced symptoms of cardiac
arrhythmia (heart palpitations, irregular heartbeats, or a feeling of
‘‘fluttering in the chest’’ during bowel care) (Q33), and, if yes, how
often this occurred (daily, weekly, monthly, rarely, or never; Q34).

Fatigue was score on a linear scale (0, no fatigue; 10 severe
fatigue; Q49).42

Stratification of participants by injury level

For analysis of cardiovascular symptoms, participants were
stratified by their self-reported injury level into two subgroups:
those with injury at or above the seventh thoracic segment (T7) and
those with injuries below T7. High-level injuries can disrupt the
sympathetic control of the heart and the vasculature in the
splanchnic bed, increasing susceptibility to OH, AD, and cardiac
arrhythmia. In an effort to account for uncertainty regarding precise
injry details with self-reported data, and physiological variability in
autonomic pathways, the cut-off for defining an individual at risk
for cardiovascular abnormalities was set conservatively, at T7.

Data on frequency of bowel incontinence were considered
separately for those with an upper motor neuron neurogenic
bowel disorder (those with injury at or above L1) and those with a
lower motor neuron neurogenic bowel disorder (those with injury
below L1).

Statistical analyses

Data processing and statistical analyses were performed on JMP
(Version 12.0.1; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC), R (Version 3.0.2; R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), and
RStudio software (Version 0.98.507; RStudio, Boston, MA). Due
to the sensitive nature of the questions, it was not required for
individuals to complete the survey in its entirety, with skipping
questions or ‘‘not applicable’’ as possible options; thus, not all
respondents completed all question or subquestion items. Accord-
ingly, responses are expressed as the percentage of responses re-
ceived for each item, followed by the number of item responses
expressed as a proportion of the total responses received for that
question (percent [item response/question response]). Comparisons
of proportions between subgroups were made using Fisher’s exact
test. Interval data were compared using Wilcoxon rank-sum tests,
with Bonferonni correction for repeated tests. Chi-squared tests
were used to compare the distribution of cardiovascular symptoms
and triggers between SCI groups. Post-hoc comparisons were made
using pair-wise Fisher’s exact tests. To evaluate predictors of OH,
we considered the following factors: level of injury (coded as a
linear scale with C1 = 1, C2 = 2, etc.); age; duration of injury; fa-
tigue score (linear scale from zero [no fatigue] to ten [severe fa-
tigue]); amount of AD experienced daily; and whether respondents
intentionally used fluid restriction to aid in bladder management
(coded on the linear scale as ‘‘No’’ = 1; ‘‘Yes, but rarely’’ = 2;
‘‘Yes, sometimes’’ = 3; and ‘‘Yes, often’’ = 4). Linear regression
models were then performed to establish predictors of OH. To
evaluate potential predictors of the impact of bowel care on QoL,
we considered the following factors: duration of injury; level of
injury; number of bowel management approaches used; duration
with current routine (number of years using the current bowel
management approach); time to complete current routine (time in
minutes to complete a single bowel care routine); frequency of
bowel incontinence (coded on a linear scale as ‘‘Never’’ = 1; ‘‘Less
than once per month’’ = 2; ‘‘Once per month’’ = 3; ‘‘Not every week
but at least once per month’’ = 4; ‘‘Not every day but at least once
per week’’ = 5; ‘‘Once daily’’ = 6; and ‘‘Two or more episodes per
day’’ = 7); severity of AD symptoms during routine; fatigue score;
and whether respondents intentionally used fluid restriction to aid
in bladder management. As an initial step, we performed simple
unadjusted correlations (Spearman’s r) between these possible
variables of interest with QoL, and with each other as potential
confounds. Multiple linear regression models were then performed
to establish the predictors of QoL when potential confounds were
considered. These regression models included the following
factors: duration or injury; level of injury; number of bowel man-
agement approaches used; duration with current routine; time to
complete current routine; frequency of bowel incontinence; se-
verity of AD symptoms during routine; fatigue score; and whether
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respondents intentionally used fluid restriction as independent
variables. Significant predictors were determined to be primary
predictors of QoL. Secondary predictors of QoL were determined
by linear regression models including all above independent vari-
ables run against primary predictors of QoL. Data were included in
the regression analyses where all parameters were available for
each individual—where questions relating to parameters of interest
were skipped, data for that individual were not incorporated in that
particular regression model. Akaike information criterion (AIC)
variable importance analysis was performed to determine the rel-
ative importance of each approach to bowel management. A score
‡0.8 was considered to indicate factors with a high variable im-
portance. Statistical significance was assumed at a p value of <0.05.
Where appropriate, data are presented as mean – standard error
(SE), unless otherwise stated.

Results

A total of 287 participants submitted survey responses over a

3-year time span. The majority (73% [210 of 287]) of respondents

completed all survey items. Respondents primarily originated from

Canada (55% [158 of 287]), with the remainder from the United

States (8% [23 of 287]), Europe (6% [18 of 287]), New Zealand

(1% [2 of 287]), Columbia (1% [2 of 287]), India (<1% [1 of 287]),

and China (<1% [1 of 287]). The location of 29% [82 of 287] of

respondents was unknown.

Demographic and injury information

Demographic and injury information can be seen in Table 1.

There was a wide range of respondent ages (20–84 years), time post-

injury (8 months–49 years), and injury levels (C1-sacral). Approxi-

mately two thirds of respondents (67% [163 of 245]) had an injury at

or above T7, and the majority (63% [143 of 228]) of injuries were

incomplete.

General bowel management

A summary of general bowel management practices can be

found in Table 2. Most respondents completed their bowel care in

the morning (53% [113 of 215]), at least once per day (51% [118

of 231]) seated on a commode (47% [109 of 232]), with some level

of independence (61% [140 of 229] completely independent or in-

dependent with the use of assistive devices). A multi-method ap-

proach to bowel care was reported. From a range of 11 possible

bowel care interventions, most (43% [103 of 240]) respondents

used two or three methods in combination to complete their routine,

37% [88 of 240] used between four and ten methods in combination

to complete their routine, and only 20% [49 of 240] used a single

method. The most common interventions were digital stimulation

(59% [142 of 240]) and manual evacuation (45% [109 of 240]).

Duration of typical bowel care was greater than 30 min in 42% (96

of 228) and greater than 1 h in 24% (55 of 228) of respondents. Only

63% (147 of 232) of respondents used diet/lifestyle management to

enhance their bowel care.

Multivariate relationships between bowel management factors

(unadjusted for potential confounds) can be seen in Table 3. A

longer time to complete bowel care was associated with a more

complicated bowel care routine (more approaches used; p < 0.001).

Individuals with a longer duration of injury were more likely to be

older ( p < 0.001) and not have made changes to their routine in

recent years ( p < 0.001; Table 3).

Most respondents (71% [168 of 236]) had not modified any

aspect of their bowel routine for more than 5 years.

Almost half (43% [102 of 237]) of respondents were dissatis-

fied with their normal bowel management routine responding: ‘‘No,

I’m dissatisfied’’ or ‘‘No, I’m very dissatisfied’’ with their current

bowel care. Bowel care was also described as inflexible, with a

majority (57% [128 of 224]) of respondents stating that their bowel

care was either ‘‘Not flexible at all’’ or ‘‘Not very flexible.’’ This

inflexibility was associated with a decrease in overall QoL

( p < 0.001).

Fecal incontinence was a concern for many respondents, with

33% (72 of 219) of respondents reporting incontinence at least once

per month, including 16% (36 of 219) reporting incontinence every

week (Table 2). Frequency of fecal incontinence was significantly

higher in those with lower motor neuron neurogenic bowel disorder

(46% [11 of 24] experienced fecal incontinence at least once per

week, 58% [14 of 24] at least once per month, and 33% [8 of 24]

less than once per month) than in those with upper motor neuron

neurogenic bowel disorder (13% [25 of 195] experienced fecal

incontinence at least once per week, 30% [58 of 195] at least

once per month, and 47% [91 of 195] less than once per month;

p = 0.0033). A high frequency of fecal incontinence was associated

with a lower level of SCI ( p < 0.0083; Table 3). In addition, 18%

(40 of 226) of individuals reported daily use of an incontinence pad

or anal plug; there was a significant association between use of an

incontinence pad or anal plug and the amount of fecal incontinence

experienced ( p = 0.008).

A large proportion of respondents (71% [137 of 192]) reported

intentionally restricting their fluid intake (reporting intentional

fluid restriction rarely 22% [43 of 192], sometimes 29% [55 of

192], and often 20% [39 of 192]) because of concerns about their

bladder management. Fluid restriction was associated with younger

age (p = 0.0092) and more severe symptoms of OH (p = 0.0146),

AD (p = 0.0003), and fatigue (p = 0.0178; Table 3).

Cardiovascular symptoms during bowel care

Autonomic dysreflexia and symptoms of cardiac arrhyth-
mia. Although 67% (163 of 245) of respondents had injuries at or

above T7, placing them at higher risk of cardiovascular abnor-

malities, 72% (102 of 141) of these individuals reported

Table 1. Participant Demographic and Injury Information

Demographic and injury information

Sample size (n) 287
Age (years) 49.2 – 13.2
Time post-injury (years) 17.1 – 12.9
Injury level (%)

Cervical 45
Thoracic 45
Lumbar 9
Sacral 1

Injury completeness (%)
Complete 30
Incomplete 70

Cardiovascular risk (%)
At or above T7 (at risk) 57
Below T7 (not at risk) 43

Where applicable, data are presented as mean – standard deviation.
Individuals were considered to be at risk of cardiovascular abnormalities
(autonomic dysreflexia, orthostatic hypotension, and cardiac arrhythmia) if
their self-reported injury level was at or above T7.
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experiencing AD at least once since their injury. Interestingly, 16%

(35 of 213) of all respondents did not know whether they had ever

experienced AD. Of those who did not know whether they had ever

experienced AD, 54% (19 of 35) had injury levels at or above T7,

which makes them possible candidates for experiencing AD. Of

these respondents 79% (15 of 19) experienced symptoms of AD

during their routine bowel care.

Of those at risk for AD, 74% (123 of 163) reported at least one

symptom of AD during their routine bowel care. Figure 1 shows the

proportion and severity of AD symptoms reported during routine

bowel care in those at risk for AD. The most commonly reported

symptoms of AD during bowel care were goosebumps (52% [74

of 141]), spasticity (51% [72 of 141]), flushing (49% [70 of 142]),

sweating (49% [70 of 143]), general unwellness (43% [61 of

142]), and headache (38% [54 of 142]). Symptoms of cardiac

arrhythmia (defined as heart palpitations, irregular heartbeats, or

a feeling of fluttering in the chest) during bowel care were re-

ported by 32% (45 of 141) of individuals with injuries at or above

T7. Of those with injuries at or above T7 who reported symptoms

of arrhythmia, their frequency of occurrence was described as

occurring rarely (36% [16 of 45]), monthly (21% [9 of 45]),

weekly (38% [17 of 45]), and daily (7% [3 of 45]). Typical se-

verity of symptoms of arrhythmia during normal bowel care was

reported as ‘‘mild’’ or ‘‘moderate.’’

We considered individuals with injuries at or above T7 who had

at least one symptom of AD triggered during bowel care, to have

AD (n = 123), and the analysis of the following AD-specific ques-

tions were conducted on this subset of individuals. AD was reported

to interfere with at least one activity by 68% (83 of 122) of re-

spondents with AD and the impact was wide ranging. At least 50% of

these respondents identified AD as interfering with social activities,

activities of daily living, work, exercise, and sleep (Fig. 2A). Only

4% (4 of 110) of those with injuries at or above T7 reported delib-

erately provoking AD to boost sports performance. The majority of

respondents who experienced AD identified a number of other

stimuli that trigger these symptoms (Fig. 2B), most notably bladder

care (89%; [101 of 114]) and pain (75%; [84 of 112]).

More severe symptoms of AD were associated with a younger

age ( p = 0.009), more complicated bowel care routine (more ap-

proaches used; p < 0.001), longer time to complete bowel care

( p = 0.0018), greater frequency of fecal incontinence ( p < 0.0075),

and poorer QoL ( p < 0.001; Table 3).

Orthostatic hypotension and fatigue. Fainting was reported

by 39% (83 of 211) of all respondents, with recurrent episodes

occurring in 33% (70 of 211); 10% (21 of 211) had fainted more

than 8 times post-injury. Of respondents with injuries at or above

T7, 93% (128 of 138) experienced at least one symptom of OH. The

most common symptoms were spasticity (80% [109 of 137]),

lightheadedness (75% [104 of 138]), dizziness (75% [103 of 138]),

lethargy (72% [99 of 138]), and nausea (59% [81 of 138]; Fig. 3).

The most common triggers of OH were posture changes (63% [74

of 117]), bladder care (63% [70 of 112]), and sitting (54% [61 of

112]). OH was reported to interfere with a number of activities,

including activities of daily living (39% [43 of 111]), exercise (34%

[36 of 106]), work (32% [30 of 94]), social activities (27% [29 of

108]), and rehabilitation (26% [27 of 103]).

Table 2. Bowel Care Management Practices

% %

Time of day Morning 53 Length of time using
current program

<6 months 3
Evening 25 <1 year 8
Other 23 <5 years 18

Total duration 0–5 min 9 >5 years 71
6–10 min 11 Assistance required Total assistance 23
11–20 min 20 Partial assistance 16
21–30 min 17 Use assistive devices 30
31–60 min 18 Completely independent 31
61–90 min 17 Flexibility Not flexible at all 11
>90 min 7 Not very flexible 46

Frequency <1 per week 1 Quite flexible 29
1 per week 3 Very flexible 13
2 per week 7 Position Bed 16
>2 per week 38 Commode 47
Daily 38 Toilet seat 18
Twice-daily 8 Other 19
3 or more per day 5 Fecal incontinence At least once daily 5

Intervention used (multiple
responses possible)

Digital stimulation 59 Once per week 11
Manual evacuation 45 Once per month 17
Suppositories 36 <1 per month 45
Abdominal massage 31 Never 18
Straining/bearing down 29 Use of pad or plug Every day 18
After drink/food 29 At least once per week 4
Laxatives 27 At least once per month 3
Stool softeners 23 <1 per month 8
Other 22 Never 68
Touching skin near anus 10
Enema 7

Data are expressed as the percentage of responses for each question. Most common responses are highlighted in bold.
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Fatigue was commonly reported, with a mean fatigue score for

all respondents (n = 214) of 3.6 – 0.2. Higher levels of fatigue were

associated with a younger age (p = <0.0001), more frequent episodes

of fecal incontinence (p = 0.0061), poorer QoL (p = 0.0293), and

more severe symptoms of AD (p = <0.0001) and OH (p < 0.0001;

Table 3). There was a positive correlation between symptoms of

OH and symptoms of AD in individuals with SCI at or above T7

(p < 0.0001; n = 137). Individuals with more severe OH had higher

level lesions (p < 0.0001), were more likely to be younger (p = 0.0092),

more likely to fluid restrict because of bladder concerns (p = 0.0146),

experienced more severe fatigue (p < 0.0001), and had a poorer

QoL (p = 0.001; Table 3).

Multiple linear regression models (r2 = 0.72; p < 0.0001; n = 183)

were constructed to establish the predictors of symptoms of OH for

the sample as a whole when potential confounds were considered.

Neurological level of injury (b = -0.28 – 0.07; p = 0.0001), severity

of AD symptoms experienced (b = 0.58 – 0.04; p < 0.0001), and

fatigue (b = 0.71 – 0.18; p = 0.0002) were the only significant pre-

dictors of severity of OH after adjustment for potential confounds.

Impact of bowel management on quality of life

Figure 4 compares the impact of different aspects of living

with SCI on QoL on a scale from one (least effect) to ten (worst

effect). The effect of SCI on bowel function was rated signifi-

cantly worse than effects on sex ( p = 0.024), bladder ( p < 0.0001),

pain ( p = 0.013), spasticity ( p < 0.0001), using a wheelchair

( p < 0.0001), or skin issues ( p < 0.0001). Impact of SCI on sexual

function was greater than spasticity ( p < 0.0001), wheelchair use

( p = 0.0011), and skin integrity issues ( p < 0.0001). Additional

comparisons can be seen in Figure 3.

Negative impact of bowel management on QoL was apparent

(Fig. 5), with 78% (166 of 214) of respondents noting that bowel

care was a problem for them (including 21% [46 of 214] who felt

this was a major impact). Individuals reported that bowel care in-

terfered with their social life, personal relationships, and prevented

staying and working away from home.

When asked to qualitatively rank the impact of bowel care on

QoL, 45% (99 of 219) of respondents felt it had some impact and

29% (63 of 219) felt it had a major impact on their QoL. QoL

measures were internally validated by the significant relationships

between this qualitative ranking of the impact of bowel care and the

numerical scale reported ( p < 0.001).

Potential predictors of the impact of bowel care on QoL and their

inter-relationships can be seen in the multivariate correlation matrix

in Table 3. An adverse impact of bowel care on QoL was associated

with a more complicated bowel care routine (more approaches used)

and a longer time to complete bowel care ( p < 0.001). The rela-

tionship between a high frequency of fecal incontinence having an

adverse impact on QoL did not quite achieve statistical significance

( p = 0.055).

Multiple linear regression models were constructed to establish

the predictors of QoL when potential confounds were considered

(Table 4). Time to complete current bowel care routine ( p < 0.001)

and severity of AD symptoms during bowel care ( p = 0.036) were

the only significant predictors of QoL after adjustment for potential

confounds. These components of bowel care were determined to be

the primary factors associated with QoL. However, given the inter-

relationships between many of these variables, we constructed

additional models to assess the secondary predictors of QoL. Level

of injury ( p = 0.027) and complexity of the care routine (number of

bowel management approaches used; p = 0.001) best predict the

FIG. 1. Severity of symptoms of autonomic dysreflexia during bowel care in individuals with SCI considered at risk for cardiovascular
dysfunction. Individuals were considered to be at risk for cardiovascular abnormalities if they had a self-reported lesion level at or above
T7. Each symptom was classified according to its perceived severity. SCI, spinal cord injury.
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time to complete current bowel care routines, whereas fatigue

( p < 0.001) and number of bowel management approaches used

( p < 0.001) best predict the severity of AD symptoms experienced

during bowel care routines.

From this, we can consider a combined model for the impact of

bowel care on QoL, with primary predictors of impaired QoL being

a longer time to complete bowel care, and severe symptoms of AD.

Secondary predictors of a severe impact of bowel care on QoL

include a high level of injury, large number of bowel management

approaches used, and severe fatigue (Fig. 6).

As a final consideration, we sought to consider potentially mod-

ifiable factors that are predictors of a severe impact of bowel care on

QoL. We targeted the number of bowel management approaches as a

factor that was potentially modifiable and strongly associated with

both primary predictors of the impact of bowel care on QoL. Using

AIC model selection (Table 5), we identified the bowel management

approaches that were most strongly associated with QoL (QoL was

more impaired with use of enemas and suppositories than other

methods), severity of AD symptoms (eating food or drink before

bowel care was associated with more severe symptoms of AD than

other methods), and time to complete bowel care (digital stimulation

and suppositories increase time to complete bowel care, whereas

normal defecation decreased the time to complete bowel care,

compared to other methods).

Discussion

We have documented the profound impact of routine bowel

management on QoL for a large sample of community-dwelling

individuals with SCI. We also report the common bowel practices

FIG. 2. Influence of AD outside of bowel care. (A) Prevalence of autonomic dysreflexia interfering with common activities. (B)
Additional stimuli that trigger autonomic dysreflexia symptoms in those with symptoms of autonomic dysreflexia during bowel care.
AD, autonomic dysreflexia.
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used and the associations between bowel care and cardiovascular

concerns. Our results suggest that there is significant opportunity

to improve bowel management to minimize its impact on QoL.

Further, a large proportion of individuals reported cardiovascular

symptoms compatible with cardiac arrhythmia and AD during their

routine bowel care. Although the long-term consequences of re-

peated AD remain unknown, minimizing its severity may be pru-

dent for long-term cardiovascular health.21,43

Bowel management after spinal cord injury

Bowel management strategies described were multi-factorial

and complicated. Respondents most commonly used a multi-step

approach to bowel management, consistent with previous stud-

ies.8,44 We have shown that an increase in the number of ap-

proaches used to complete bowel care had a negative impact on

QoL through increases in the time taken to complete bowel care, as

well as more severe symptoms of AD.

Fecal incontinence was a common concern and has been re-

ported previously.8 As might be expected,9,45 this was particularly

the case for those with a lower motor neuron bowel disorder and

areflexive bowels. However, despite concerns about incontinence,

it was no longer significantly associated with QoL when potential

confounding factors were considered. This does not necessarily

mean that minimizing fecal incontinence is not an important target

for improvement of QoL; rather that these relationships are com-

plex and not independent of other factors such as age, duration of

injury, and level of injury.

Fatigue was a common concern, with high levels of fatigue re-

ported, particularly in younger individuals. Fatigue was strongly

associated with severity of OH, presumably through hypotension

and cerebral hypoperfusion.46–51 Surprisingly, in the specific con-

text of bowel care, fatigue was a secondary predictor of QoL

through its association with severity of AD. This might reflect the

association between AD and OH,5 which often manifests symp-

tomatically as fatigue.52

In our sample, 71% of individuals reported intentional fluid re-

striction because of bladder management concerns, with 49% of

individuals using fluid restriction ‘‘sometimes or often.’’ Younger

individuals were more likely to use fluid restriction. We considered

whether this might impact the time to complete bowel care or se-

verity of symptoms of AD, based on the theoretical risk of worsening

constipation. We found that fluid restriction was associated with the

severity of AD, but not the time to complete bowel care. In addition,

fluid restriction was strongly related to the severity of OH and fatigue

reported, presumably through hypovolemia.5 These data highlight

the need to consider a holistic approach to the management of

bladder and bowel care post-SCI, enhancing bladder care to prevent

fluid restriction and optimizing bowel care to reduce symptoms of

cardiovascular dysfunction.

Current clinical guidelines suggest that a bowel routine is

problematic if it exceeds 1 h in duration.10 According to this defi-

nition, one quarter of respondents had problematic routines (a

further 18% had typical bowel routines that exceeded 30 min).

Given the strong association between the duration of bowel care

routines and QoL, these data suggest an urgent need to investigate

FIG. 3. Frequency of symptoms of orthostatic hypotension in individuals with SCI considered at risk for cardiovascular dysfunction.
Individuals were considered to be at risk for cardiovascular abnormalities if they had a self-reported lesion level at or above T7. Each
symptom was classified according to its perceived frequency. SCI, spinal cord injury.
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FIG. 4. Impact of different aspects of living with spinal cord injury on quality of life. Respondents were asked to rate each aspect of
living with spinal cord injury from 1 (Least effect) to 10 (Worst effect). Solid red line indicates group median; dotted gray line indicates
group mode. Asterisk indicates significant difference between indicated aspects ( p < 0.05).

FIG. 5. Impact of bowel management on respondents’ life and activities.
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and implement bowel management approaches that decrease the

time to complete routine bowel care. In our analyses, the bowel

management approaches most associated with long bowel care

routines were use of suppositories and digital stimulation; in those

able to use normal defecation (bearing down), the time to complete

care was shorter.

Associations between bowel care
and cardiovascular dysfunction

Of those most at risk for experiencing cardiovascular dysfunc-

tion post-SCI (defined as those with lesions at or above T7), 74%

reported at least one symptom of AD during bowel care and 32%

described symptoms compatible with cardiac arrhythmia. The most

common symptoms reported were goosebumps, spasticity, sweat-

ing, flushing, a feeling of unwellness, and headache—very typical

symptoms associated with AD.30,53–55 In those who experienced

symptoms of AD during bowel care, episodes of AD were also

commonly triggered during other activities of daily living, most

notably by bladder care and pain, suggesting that most individuals

who are susceptible to AD are experiencing multiple episodes per

day. Many of these stimuli are unavoidable, and bowel care in

particular is a stimulus of long duration. Therefore, it is likely that

improvement of AD is a target not only for improving the impact of

bowel care on QoL, but also for improved management of car-

diovascular sequalae. The long-term effects of repeated bouts of

AD have yet to be fully elucidated, but there is evidence of altered

vascular function in animal models of AD,21 and there are case

reports of cerebrovascular accidents and hemorrhage secondary to

AD.26,27,53 These hypertensive episodes often occur in conjunction

with constitutional hypotension and OH, as noted by survey re-

spondents, and the impact of these large swings in blood pressure

may challenge the integrity of the endothelium, vessel wall, and

cardiac function.56

Although we were primarily interested in the relationships

between AD and bowel care, it was interesting that AD was re-

ported to interfere with numerous other common activities, in-

cluding sleep, exercise, normal daily activities, and sexual function.

Many of these triggers are well known53,55 and underscore the

need to find effective management strategies for AD.55 However,

the association between AD interfering with sleep has not been

reported previously, to our knowledge. This may seem surprising,

because we do not think of many triggers for AD being present

during sleep. However, considering that most respondents reported

conducting their bowel care first thing in the morning or in the

evening, it is possible the colon filling initiates AD ahead of

morning bowel care, or that evening bowel care triggers symptoms

of AD that continue unabated—even once the offending stimulus

has been removed.57 Further, bladder triggers for AD may also be

peaking in the night as the bladder progressively fills. Urine pro-

duction is also higher in the night than the day in individuals with

high-level lesions, which could further exacerbate the nocturnal

bladder stimulus.58 Together, these triggers could combine to ex-

acerbate AD and interfere with sleep. Disruption of sleep is par-

ticularly concerning among individuals with high-level SCI who

experience AD because many already experience profound fatigue

related to low resting cerebral blood flow during the day,46–51 and

poor sleep further exacerbates fatigue, difficulty concentrating, and

excessive daytime sleepiness.52

Most individuals (84%) were aware of AD and whether they had

experienced it. This suggests that education strategies in this area

have largely been effective. However, a number of respondents

with lesion levels placing them at risk for AD did not know if they

had it, despite describing symptoms of AD during their bowel care.

This suggests there is still some room for improvement in education

about the risk profile, identifying signs and symptoms of AD, and

when to seek assistance for AD management. More generally, al-

though AD awareness was high in this sample, AD was described as

impacting QoL and interfering with activities of daily living, sug-

gesting that education and resources concerning the management of

AD are a priority for those living with SCI. Those who were par-

ticularly likely to experience severe symptoms of AD were those

who were younger, with more complicated bowel care routines, and

those for whom bowel care takes a long time. It is probable that the

longer duration and magnitude of the afferent stimulus for AD

Table 4. Primary and Secondary Predictors

of the Impact of Bowel Care on Quality of Life

r = 0.22; p < 0.001;
n = 170

ß (SE) p

Primary predictors of quality of life
Duration of injury 0.023 (0.02) 0.753
Level of injury 0.021 (0.03) 0.779
No. of bowel management

approaches used
0.103 (0.12) 0.182

Duration with current routine 0.017 (0.33) 0.823
Time to complete current routine 0.308 (0.12) <0.001
Frequency of bowel incontinence 0.064 (0.14) 0.399
Severity of AD symptoms

during routine
0.185 (2.31) 0.036

Fatigue 0.119 (0.08) 0.157
Amount of fluid restriction –0.078 (0.19) 0.287

Predictors of time to complete
current routine

r = 0.12; p = 0.0018;
n = 176

ß (SE) p

Secondary predictors of quality of life
Level of injury –0.165 (0.019) 0.027
No. of bowel management

approaches used
0.259 (0.073) 0.001

Duration with current routine –0.059 (0.211) 0.448
Frequency of bowel incontinence –0.082 (0.091) 0.293
Fatigue 0.023 (0.045) 0.763
Amount of fluid restriction –0.108 (0.117) 0.152
Duration of injury 0.033 (0.010) 0.670

Predictors of severity of AD
symptoms during routine

r = 0.33; p < 0.001;
n = 176

ß (SE) p

Level of injury –0.113 (0.001) 0.083
No. of bowel management

approaches used
0.264 (0.004) <0.001

Duration with current routine –0.029 (0.011) 0.674
Frequency of bowel incontinence 0.107 (0.005) 0.115
Fatigue 0.428 (0.198) <0.001
Amount of fluid restriction 0.071 (0.006) 0.277
Duration of injury 0.041 (0.001) 0.541

Significant relationships are highlighted in bold. Relationships are
expressed as b (standard error [SE]).

AD, autonomic dysreflexia.
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during more complex and longer duration routines underlies the

more severe symptoms of AD, highlighting the need to ameliorate

symptoms in these individuals, either pharmacologically or be-

haviorally, through reductions in the time to complete bowel care

and decreases in the number of stimuli used.

In terms of reducing the severity of AD pharmacologically, one

approach has been to mitigate the afferent stimulus using anesthetic

lubricants during bowel care. However, guidelines regarding use of

topical anesthesia to minimize AD during known triggers, such as

during bowel care, are conflicting,7,10,59,60 and this is noted in the

SCI community, with uncertainty about the different techniques and

strategies to manage AD when performing bowel care at home.60,61

Clearer recommendations and additional education are warranted.

Symptoms of OH, including fainting, lightheadedness, dizzi-

ness, and lethargy, were also reported by a significant proportion

of respondents. Triggers for these symptoms included positional

changes and sitting. These symptoms can further compound the

challenges that individuals with SCI face in their daily lives, work,

and leisure activities and were strongly associated with fatigue.62,63

There is mounting evidence that hypotension is not a benign con-

dition, and that hypotension and associated cerebral hypoperfusion

should be avoided, including documented attention deficits and

other mild cognitive impairments in hypotensive individuals with

SCI.63 Therefore, there is a strong rationale to increase education

about hypotension, symptoms, and positional counter maneuvers

and, potentially, to encourage self-monitoring of blood pressure at

home.63,64 These measures should be targeted to those most at risk—

individuals with high-level lesions and younger individuals with

SCI. In particular, given that 71% of individuals reported inten-

tionally restricting their fluid intake because of concerns with bladder

management, the holistic management of bladder and bowel func-

tion and the importance of adequate fluid intake should be stressed.

Quality of life

It was clear that a significant proportion of individuals (78%) felt

that their current bowel management was a problem to them. When

compared to other aspects of SCI, difficulties with bowel man-

agement were more frequently rated as being one of the worst

effects of living with SCI. Impaired sexual function and bladder

concerns were also ranked as severe consequences of injury,

highlighting the impact of autonomic dysfunctions in general on

QoL post-SCI. Living with chronic pain was also ranked as a sig-

nificant concern. However, aspects such as skin care, spasticity, and

use of a wheelchair were rated as having much lower effects on

individuals’ lives. This suggests that these aspects have been well

managed within this population—they can be areas of significant

importance and concern when they are problematic.65,66

Some of the reasons for the major effect of bowel management

on QoL were highlighted by respondents, with the majority com-

menting that there was little or no flexibility in their bowel man-

agement routine (57%), meaning that they had to fit their life

around their bowel care (85%). Bowel management was identified

to interfere with social activities (70%), personal relationships

(60%), as well as staying (62%) and working (41%) away from

home. In this study, we did not ask questions that would allow us to

examine the particular domains of QoL that were affected; how-

ever, a negative impact on many domains of QoL (social, emo-

tional, physical, etc.) was evident in the survey data. Future studies

should address this important consideration.

What is perhaps most surprising is that, despite the clear con-

cerns raised by the majority of survey respondents about their bo-

wel care, most (71%) have not made any changes to their bowel

routine for at least 5 years. These data highlight gaps in bowel

management education and raise questions about current guidelines

for bowel managent, and where individuals with SCI and their

caregivers obtain information about this topic. Formal guidelines

are available from agencies such as the Paralyzed Veterans of

America,10,67 but these publications can become dated quickly as

new medications and equipment arrive on the market. Web-based

education material and videos (such as http://www.sci-u.ca/) serve

the need to remain current and provide engaging and accessible

resources.68 Activity on online SCI resources suggest many people

also share and obtain information on bowel care from individu-

als with SCI and their caregivers.60 A combination of formal ac-

cessible and up-to-date guidelines, with real-time support from

healthcare providers and trained peer counselers, when necessary

(either online, over the phone, or in person), would seem an ideal

combination of resources to provide advice and support for bowel

care. This kind of approach has been sucessful in managing other

SCI complications, including pressure ulcers, depression, and hand

function.69,70 Ongoing support and education is essential for con-

tinued effective bowel care management, especially as changes

in gastrointestinal function occur over time post-injury and with

aging, demanding ongoing adaptations to routine management

protocols.

Our findings are consistent with past studies that have also found

a decrease in QoL attributed to bowel management.8,44 However,

our analyses discovered primary and secondary predictors not

yet mentioned in the literature. We have identified a framework

(Fig. 6), to assist community stakeholders, policy makers, and

healthcare providers in identifying the key targets for enhancement

(of the numerous potential modifiable factors) in order to improve

bowel care and therefore QoL for individuals living with SCI. The

primary predictors of a severe impact of bowel care on QoL after

adjustment for confounds, were a longer time to complete bowel

care and severe symptoms of AD. Secondary predictors were high-

level injuries, more complicated bowel care routines, and more

severe fatigue. As noted above, optimizing bladder care to limit

fluid restriction and so improve fatigue, and implementing strate-

gies to reduce both the time taken to complete bowel care and

the number of approaches need to complete bowel care, would

be key targets to improve QoL and reduce the severity of AD.

Adjunct therapy to further ameliorate symptoms of AD may also be

of benefit.

Strengths and limitations

Our study displays several strengths. We were able gather ex-

tensive information on a range of bowel care and related concerns

from a large group of community-dwelling individuals living with

SCI, with a range of ages, duration of injury, and level and severity

of lesion. Survey completion rates were also high (73%).

Despite having achieved an array of respondents from different

locations, the majority of our respondents were from Canada

(55%). This may have had an effect, given that the rehabilitation

and localization of resources in this area could lead to homoge-

neous approaches to bowel management. However, we were able to

collect information outside of the Canadian perspective, and the

trends discussed were consistent through all respondents regardless

of location.

As with any survey, it is possible that our sample does not rep-

resent all individuals with SCI. In particular, we likely have a

higher representation of individuals for whom issues around bowel
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care resonate, and therefore who are not happy with their bowel

management routine. These individuals may be more likely to share

their experiences and seek out information about alternative bowel

care management options. However, this population would not

necessarily be more prone to cardiovascular concerns, so the car-

diovascular findings are more likely to be robust and representative

of the general SCI population.

When considering those at high risk for cardiovascular concerns

post-SCI, we used a self-reported lesion level cutoff of T7 and

above to designate high risk. This is a conservative cutoff—more

typically T5 or T6 would be used to discriminate53,55; there is a

precedent for this approach in self-report studies.8 We chose this

lower cutoff because these data are based on self-reported spinal

levels in the mid-thoracic region, which is hard to test from a motor

perspective, and allowing for some ambiguity in participants’

knowledge of their sensory level of injury. However, the potential

inclusion of some individuals without severe injury to cardiovas-

cular autonomic nerves in the high-risk group (either because of the

conservative cut-off criterion or because of the known possibility

for a disconnect between motor, sensory, and autonomic severity of

injury) may have underestimated the true impact of cardiovascular

autonomic concerns in this study.

Finally, although we used survey items that had been developed

and used previously in a SCI cohort, we acknowledge that many of

these tools have not undergone rigorous psychometric evaluation.

Conclusions

Bowel care and symptoms of cardiovascular dysfunction are

a significant concern for individuals living with SCI, with a pro-

found impact on QoL. Despite these concerns, most individuals

are not making changes to their bowel care, highlighting gaps in

bowel management education, and raising questions about current

guidelines for bowel management. These data demonstrate the need

for better information and resources about this topic for individuals

with SCI and their caregivers.

Table 5. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) Variable Importance Score for Management Approaches to Bowel

Care in Relation to Quality of Life, Severity of AD Symptoms, and Time to Complete the Bowel Routine

Bowel management approaches

AIC variable importance score with parameter estimates (–SD)

Quality of life Severity of AD symptoms Time to complete routine

AIC Estimate SD AIC Estimate SD AIC Estimate SD

Manual evacuation 0.29 0.115 (0.25) 0.20 –0.064 (0.35) 0.24 –0.005 (0.06)
Laxatives 0.24 0.016 (0.15) 0.19 0.051 (0.36) 0.25 –0.013 (0.08)
Stool softeners 0.23 –0.037 (0.16) 0.20 0.066 (0.38) 0.25 0.012 (0.07)
Massaging or rubbing abdomen 0.41 0.258 (0.41) 0.43 0.898 (1.36) 0.29 0.047 (0.11)
Touching the skin around the anus 0.37 –0.301 (0.52) 0.68 2.839 (2.70) 0.42 –0.180 (0.28)
Food/drink before management 0.24 –0.036 (0.16) 0.81 2.839 (2.01) 0.51 0.192 (0.25)
Enemas 0.90 2.122 (1.11) 0.46 1.860 (2.68) 0.75 0.663 (0.53)
Normal defecation 0.38 –0.241 (0.41) 0.20 –0.058 (0.39) 0.91 –0.606 (0.29)
Digital stimulation 0.31 0.128 (0.27) 0.24 –0.211 (0.55) 1.0 0.972 (0.23)
Suppositories 0.91 1.071 (0.55) 0.31 0.423 (0.82) 1.0 2.129 (0.22)

A score ‡0.8 indicates factors with high variable importance (highlighted in bold text). Parameter estimates and the standard deviation (SD) of the
estimate are provided.

AD, autonomic dysreflexia; SD, standard deviation.

FIG. 6. Primary and secondary factors influencing quality of life. Relationships are expressed as ß (standard error). Primary predictors
are shown in red boxes and secondary predictors in gray boxes. AD, autonomic dysreflexia.
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